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Special Features: Hindi/English soundtrack, 5.1 surround sound, multiple pickups, dual jacks, pickup bar Spare parts: humbucker, effects processor, gear pedal, delay, voice coil, original glossy mantle
paint, double tape pickup, lutz, DANCING MOUSE sample, original bookleted edition Dimensions: 212 x 220 x 136 mm, weight - 2.5 kg ABBYY FineReader PRO for Mac OS X is a modern version
of the popular professional document analysis product for Mac OS. With FineMcGee PRO, you can quickly, efficiently and efficiently recognize texts, build their graphic images, make edits, analyze a
document, and perform other necessary actions. The utility uses an intelligent transcoding technology that qualitatively distinguishes it from other similar products and allows, firstly, to successfully
recognize even poorly readable documents, and secondly, to significantly save traffic. When reading documents created with other products requires a significant amount of bandwidth, FinePad PRO
can handle the task. This saves money as well as time, as the resulting data analysis is much faster than the processing of incoming documents. * What's new in the Mac version? Text analysis and
recognition program Fine is not only faster than competitors, but also much safer. You can work with it offline, or you can synchronize with other applications via Wi-Fi. In addition, the number of
supported languages â€‹â€‹has been increased from 5 to 7. An important advantage of FinePRO is the presence of Clipse technology, which allows you to intelligently process and convert scanned and
graphic documents, create their electronic images and upload them to the MAC client directly from the program itself. Price policy: New! Data saving: ClipTime function allows you to convert
documents created in PowerPoint to a format compatible with Fine PRO. All current formats are supported and Fine with ClipWaveÂ®. Added support for scanning over the network: on demand,
Fine accepts scanned documents over the network, while all data is saved in FinePDF. New
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